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On some monotone path problems in line arrangements
Adrian Dumitrescu

 
We give tight estimates on the minimum length of a longest
monotone path in an arrangement of  lines, where length
counts the number of turns on the path. Tight estimates are
also obtained for the case when length counts the number
of visited vertices. When length is defined as the size of a
convex/concave chain in the arrangement an exact bound is
obtained.



  

Consider a set  of  lines in the plane. The lines of  induce
a cell complex, !"$# , called the arrangement of  , whose
vertices are the intersection points of the lines, whose edges
are the maximal portions of lines containing no vertices and
whose two-dimensional cells are the connected components
of %'&)('*,+.-0/1 . It is assumed that none of the lines is parallel
to the 2 -axis.
One of the properties of a line arrangement with  lines
is the maximum possible length, denoted by 354 , of an 6 monotone polygonal line (path) composed of edges of the
arrangement. The length is defined as the number of turns of
the polygonal line plus one (i.e., the number of segments of
the polygonal path). The problem to estimate 3 4 was posed
in [4]. The best known lower bound, due to Balogh et. al.
4
[1], is subquadratic: 78"'&:90;=< > ?.@ # , where ;BADC . It improved on earlier results due to Sharir [3, 4], Matoušek [6],
Radoičić and Tóth [7]. From the opposite direction, no subquadratic upper bound is known. Such bounds have been
recently obtained only for line arrangements with a small
number of slopes [2].
In this paper we consider some related questions on monotone paths. An arrangement of lines, !E)# , is called simple if
no two lines in  are parallel and no three lines pass through
the same point (vertex). For the problems that we are considering, we will further assume the arrangement is simple.
Let  be an arrangement of  lines; we write F GFIHJ . We
denote by K!LM# the set of its vertices. By the above assumption, theS total number of vertices in the arrangement is
F K!EN#OFPHRQ 4& .
The T -level of an arrangement of  lines is the closure of
the set of points on the lines with the property that there are
exactly T lines below them ( TUHWVYXOZOZ[ZOX\^]_C ). The T -level
of a line arrangement is also a 6 -monotone polygonal path,
which turns at each vertex of the arrangement that lies on the
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path. Let abLM# be the length of a longest level in  , where
length is the number of vertices plus one, i.e., the number of
segments on the level. Put ab"c#5Hedgfih5j k)j l 4 abEN# .
Let mLM# be the length of a longest monotone path in  ,
where length is the number of turns plus one, i.e., the number
of segments on the path. Put m"c#5Hedgfihnj k)j l 4 mEM# . Clearly
abEc#poqmEc# .
Theorem 1 Each simple arrangement of  lines admits a
monotone path of length at least  , where length is the
number of turns plus one. This bound is asymptotically
tight: for each srut , there exists a line arrangement in
which no monotone path is longer than v0,9wyx{z}|0~n . Thus
oqabEc#)oqmEc#)o  4 bCpx{bC:#b# .
Radoičić and Tóth have observed that if length is defined
as the number of vertices of the arrangement visited by a
monotone path, it is easy to construct examples which admit paths of length 78"& # . We show that this can be further
strengthened.
Theorem 2 For each rt there exists a simple arrangement of  lines that admits a monotone path which visits all
its vertices.
Let EM# be the maximum number of vertices visited by a
monotone path in  plus one. Put "c#5Hedgfih)j k)j l 4 EM# .
Theorem 3 Each simple arrangement of  lines admits a
monotone path which visits at least ]C vertices. This
bound is asymptotically tight: for each Wrt , there exists
a line arrangement in which no monotone path
 4 visits more
CxbC:#b# .
than w ,90t5xz}|0~n vertices. Thus oEc#$o

&

Let [ EM# (resp.  EM# ) be the length of a longest mono&
tone convex (resp. concave) chain of  , where length is the
number of turns plus one (i.e., the number of segments in
the chain), and write  EN#gHsd L  EN#X\ LM#b# ,  "c#gH
dgfih,j kpj l 4  LM# . We have  Ec#)oqmEc#)oq"c#& .
Theorem 4 Each simple arrangement of  lines admits either a monotone convex chain or a monotone concave chain
4 Cxq C:#\# . This bound is tight. More
of length at least > ?.@
&
precisely, let H{Ec# be the minimum number such that
any simple arrangement of  lines admits a convex
or con4 S
cave chain of length  . Then {Ec#H Q & 4  xC . We thus
&
4
have  "c#pH > ?.@ bC)x{bC:#\# .

&

A set of points in the plane is in general position if no
three points are collinear. A finite set of points is in convex
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position
if the points are the vertices of a convex polygon.

The following classical result of Erdős and Szekeres is well
known:

A2

Theorem 5 [5] For any _rJw there exists an integer "c#
such that any set of at least "c# points in general position
in the plane contains  points in convex position.

A1

The statement regarding the number of lines "c# in Theorem 4 is a direct consequence of the original proof of Erdős
and Szekeres regarding points in convex position.
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We first show that every  -line arrangement  admits a
monotone path of length at least  . Consider the  levels
in the arrangement «¬PXOZ[ZOZOX.« 4 . It is well known that each
level is a monotone path that turns at each vertex it passes
through. Every vertex of  appears exactly in two consecutive levels, «)® and «)®¯  for some T^°²±:VYXOZ[ZOZXbU]{t³ . This
gives

F «5¬ F[x_Z[ZOZ:F « 4 FPHtn´  t µ He5"^]C:#X
where F «)®F is the complexity (i.e., number of vertices) of level T .
Let ¶ be such that F «¥·\F
H
d±F «  F¸X[ZOZOZOX:F « 4 F¸³ . Then F «)·.Frq¹]C , and «)· is a monotone path of length at least  . Hence m"c#rqabEc#)rq .
For two sets of points º$X¼»¾½¿%5& , we write º¾ÀÁ» if
6,ÃÂ#$Àq6,LÄ # for any pair of points ÂÅ°^º , ÄN°Å» .

We now show the upper bound in Theorem 1. We recursively construct an arrangement of lines  by putting together two arrangements, one with Æ",9 t Ç lines, U , and one
with È",9 t É lines,  . See Fig. 1. The lines in each  · ,
&
¶HsC0X¼t are almost parallel
to each other, and the slopes of
the lines in N· are close to Ê· , where Ê  ÀWÊ . The min&
imum slope of lines in g· is equal to ÊÅ· , and the slopes of
the lines in   are smaller than the slopes of the lines in  .
&
In addition, all the vertices of   and 
lie left from those
&
between any pair of lines 1 ·\X 1¼Ë[# , 1O·5°^  and 1Ë8°U . That
&
is, K!E  #,*KGE #8ÀÌKEN#(=LKGE  #,*K!E #\# . The re&
&
cursive step requires compressing the resulting arrangements
with respect to the lines of slopes Ê  and Ê
& respectively
before combining them.
Let mE'XÎÍ be the maximum length of a monotone path in
the arrangement  with  lines, whose last segment is on
line Í , ÍHDC0XOZ[ZOZX\ (we index the lines in increasing order
of slope). We claim that for any  ,

Ñ Ò t ,9wxqtOÍx{z}|0~5
mE'XÎÍ#)oÐÏ vPÕ , 9wx{zi|P~5
,9wy]ÖtOÍx{z}|0~5

if CÓo²Í!o,9w
if ,9w¹o²Í!oÔt ,9w
if t,9w¹o²Ío

and note that this inequality implies our bound. We proceed
by induction on  . The basis is satisfied since mbC0X[C:#NHBC
and mLtXOC #pH×mÎtX.tP#pHWt . Let Örw . Consider a monotone

Figure 1: Arrangement of eight lines obtained recursively.
path Â in  . We distinguish four cases as to how Â enters
and leaves the staircase junction formed by the lines of  
and  . See Fig. 2. Let ¶ denote the index of the line on
&
which Â leaves   or  before entering the junction. Each
&
case has six subcases accounting for which interval ¶ and
Í belong. To avoid unnecessary details we omit ØNC terms,
floors and ceilings as well as the zi|P~ terms in verifying each
of the cases. The logarithmic term in the bound covers all
these.
A

A

1

2

j=2

i=4

Figure 2: Staircase junction in an arrangement of nine lines,
and a monotone path as in case 1 of the proof of Theorem 1.
leaves it
Case 1: Â enters the junction on a line of 
4 and C!oe& and
4 . The
on a line of   . We have Co×¶yo

Í
o
&
number of turns in the junction is at most tdgfih,"¶¼XÎÍ#& ]ÔCMo
tdgf}h"¶¼XÎÍ# .
4 Ù and CÓo²Í!o 4 .
Subcase 1.1: C8o¶5o

mE'XÎÍ#)o wt  t xqt¶xtdgf}h"¶¼XÎÍ#)o wt !xt[ÍPXÚ"|0Û't¶po  w Z
4Ù
4
4
Subcase 1.2: oq¶no  and CÓoÍ!o  .
mE'XÎÍ#)o vw  t xtdgf}h"¶¼XÎÍ#)o wt Gxt[ÍPX,Üz}Ý[0Û\z}ÞÓß|Pz}àá[Z
4
4 and CÓoÍ!o 4 .
Subcase 1.3:  oq¶no
&
Õ 
m"'XâÍ#)o w t ]Öt¶xqtdgf}hc"¶¼XÎÍ#)o wt !xt[Í0XbÚ"|0Û't¶pr tw  Z
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Subcã ase 1.4:

mE'XÎÍ#$o wt  t
Subcase 1.5:

mE'XÎÍ#$o vw
Subcase 1.6:

Õ 
m"'XâÍ#$o w t

CÓoq¶no 4 Ù

4  oÖÍo 4 .
&
v
xqt¶xqt'd¹f}h"¶¼XâÍ #)o w 'Xábf}hYÜOÝnv0¶po'Z
4Ù o¶5o 4  and 4  oÖÍo 4 .
&
 xqtdgf}hc"¶¼XÎÍ#)o v 'X,á\f}hYÜÝt¶5o t Z
t
w
w
4 o¶5o 4 and 4  oÖÍo 4 .
&
&
v
]Öt¶xqtdgf}hc"¶¼XÎÍ#)o w 'XÜz}Ý[ Û.z}ÞyßY|0zäàáOZ
and

The remaining three cases are omitted for lack of space.

å
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We start with the proof of Theorem 2. The arrangement in
Fig. 3 admits a monotone path which visits all its vertices.
Consider first the case of even  . The arrangement can be

4

2
1
3

6

5

Figure 3: Arrangement of six lines and a monotone path (in
bold) which visits all C:é vertices of the arrangement.
iteratively constructed by adding the lines in pairs. First add
two lines making a small angle with the horizontal axis. Denote by  · the arrangement formed by the first t ¶ lines for
¶HÌC0X¼tXOZ[&ZOZX\,9 t . Having placed the first tY"¶]²C:# lines, add
two lines 1 ·  and 1 · to get  · , where 1 · has a sufficiently
&
&
&
&
large positive slope and 1 ·  has a sufficiently large nega&
tive slope. In addition, (i) the point of intersection between
1 & ·  and 1 & · lies above any of the previous lines and (ii) the
points of intersection between 1 ·  and the previous lines
&
and those between 1 · and and the previous lines lie left of all
&
vertices of  ·  , i.e., K!L ·Î#,($K!E ·  #$ÀeKE ·  # . It
& &
&
& &
& &
is clear that the construction can be iterated as many times as
desired. The monotone path which follows lines 14XOZ[ZOZOXb1:
in this order — illustrated in Fig. 3 for eHëê — visits all
vertices. For the case of odd  , line 1 · is removed along
&
with the portion of the monotone path which it supports.
We now prove Theorem 3. Since "c#8rWmEc# , the lower
bound follows from Theorem 1. We now show the upper
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bound in Theorem 3. Let "'XÎÍ be the maximum length of
a monotone path in the arrangement  with  lines, whose
last segment is on line Í , where ÍUHC0XOZ[ZOZX\ (we index the
lines in increasing order of slope). We claim that for any  ,

"'XâÍ#$oGx{d¹f}hc}Í0X\U]UÍ#xzi|P~5'X
and note that this inequality implies our bound. We proceed
by induction on  . The basis, {HìC and ²Ht is satisfied.
Let Jrw . Consider a monotone path Â in  . We distinguish four cases as to how Â enters and leaves the staircase
junction formed by the lines of U and  . See Fig. 2. Let
¶ denote the index of the line on which Â & leaves  or  &
before entering the junction.
Case 1: Â enters the junction on a line of 
& and leaves
it on a line of  . We have CÖoí¶GoîÈ,90t É . The induction hypothesis gives E'XÎÍ#ÖoïÈ,90t ÉMxWdgf}hc"¶¼X È",9 tÉN]
¶ #xWz}|0~NÈ",9 t ÉMxëE¶$xÍU]ðC # , where the term ¶)xÍU]ðC
bounds the number of vertices visited in the junction. Replacing dgf}hc"¶¼XÈ,9 tÉ]N¶ # by È,90t É]¹¶ , it is enough to verify
that tcÈ",9 tÉ]Ö¶xq¶cx²Í¹]_C)xqz}|0~gÈ,90t Égoñx²ÍÓxqz}|0~5 .
The inequality clearly holds.
Case 2: Â enters the junction on a line of 
leaves
& È"and
it on a line of  . We have Cîo
ò
¶
o
,

9
t
& induction hypothesis gives "'XâÉ Í#gand
ÍÖróÆ",9 t Ç¥xWC . The
o
È,90t Éxdgfih,"¶¼X È",9 t É5]U¶ #Ixz}|0~NÈ",9 tÉxÎtcÆ",9 t Çx¶]!Í # ,
where the term t,Æ,9 tÇx_¶n]²Í bounds the number of vertices visited in the junction. Replacing dgf}hc"¶¼XÈ,9 tÉp]¶ # by
È,90t É]¶ , we aim to show tcÈ,90t É$]¶xt,Æ,90t ÇnxÖ¶,]UÍyx
z}|0~NÈ",9 t É8o_tg]!Í$xz}|0~5 . The inequality obviously holds
since zi|P~NÈ,90t ÉÓoz}|0~n .
Case 3: Â enters the junction on a line of U and leaves it
on a line of ! . We have C8o¶5o²Í!oìÆ",9 tÇ . The induction
hypothesis gives "'XâÍ#oôÆ,9 tÇ8xdgfih"¶¼X Æ",9 tÇM]_¶ #px
z}|0~NÆ",9 t Ç xÈ",9 t ÉPx¥Í]¥¶ , since the number of vertices visited
in the junction is not more than È",9 tÉ¥xqÍ]q¶ . Replacing
dgfih,"¶¼X Æ",9 t Ç=]¶ # by ¶ , we aim to show that Æ",9 tÇyxe¶'x
È,90t ÉnxÍ=]¶x{zi|P~NÆ,90t ÇÓo!xÍyx²z}|0~5 . The inequality
is obvious.
Case 4: Â enters the junction on a line of   and leaves it
on a line of  . We have Cgo¶osÆ,90t Ç and ÍÅríÆ,90t Ç)x
&
C . The induction
hypothesis gives "'XâÍ#ëo
Æ,90t ÇGx
dgfih,"¶¼X Æ",9 t Ç]²¶ #cx{zi|P~¹Æ,90t Çpx"GxC]²¶c]ÍyxÆ,90t Ç# .
The last term bounds the number vertices visited in the junction. Replacing dgfihcE¶¼X Æ,90t ÇY]8¶ # by ¶ , we want to verify that
Æ,90t Ç x=¶¼x='x!C]y¶O]ÍIxÆ,9 tÇ xÓz}|0~8Æ,90t Ç8oÔt p]ÍIx=zi|P~' .
The inequality follows from: zi|P~NÆ,90t Çpx_CÓoz}|0~5 .

õ
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A set ü of points in general position in the plane, no two on
a vertical line, is an  -cap ( -cup, respectively) if ü is in
convex position and all points of ü lie above (below, respectively) the line connecting the leftmost point of ü with the
rightmost point of ü (see Fig. 4).
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Figure 4: A v -cap and a é -cup.

4 S
Erdős and Szekeres proved that any set of at least Q & 4  x
&
C points in general position in the plane, no two on a vertical
line, contains an  -cup or an  -cap [5]. They showed
4 S that
this bound is tight, i.e., there exist sets with Q & 4  points
&
containing no  -cup
S or  -cap. More generally, there exist


®

¯
ý
sets with Q ®   points containing no T -cup or a -cap.
&

complexity of each level is roughly at most t  . It is not
clear however whether this bound can be brought down to
about  : Does Ec#nH_5bCnxÖ C #b# hold? If not, does any of
m"c#5He5 Cpx C #b# or abEc#5H_5bCpx{bC:#b# hold?
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Our constants in the upper bounds in Theorem 1 and Theorem 3 are best possible for the arrangement in Fig. 1. Consider first the number of turns. By repeatedly using ¶,9w
(on a line of  ) and Í ×,9 w at each step of the recursion,
&
4 xðZOZ[ZH
one gets a monotone path of length  & x &
4&  · l ¬  H   4 .
&

&
Consider now the number of visited vertices. By repeatedly using ¶ë,9 v (on a line of  ) and Íì,9 t at each
&
step of the
path of length
 4 recursion, 4onegets  a monotone


 !x  & x_Z[ZOZ H  · l ¬ &  H & 4 .
Clearly, taking a walk on any line of an arrangement visits
8]UC vertices (which gives another proof of the trivial bound
"c#yr× ). Are there monotone paths (in any arrangement)
which visit bC)x #  vertices for some constant MAÔV ?
For a set  of  points in the plane, a subset  of  is
called a T -set of  , CÓo_T!og]C , if  has exactly T points
and it can be cut off  by a straight line disjoint from  (see
e.g. [8]). It is straightforward to construct examples of point
sets whose number of T -sets is  for each T²°_± C0XOZ[ZOZX\]
C ³ , namely points in convex position. The point-line duality
transform provides examples of line arrangements where the
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